
Collaboration on a global scale: updates from the 
Biodiversity Heritage Library (BHL)



The Biodiversity Heritage Library 
(www.biodiversitylibrary.org) is an open access 

digital library for biodiversity literature and archives.

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Here you see the BHL homepage, which you can access at biodiversitylibrary.org. Simply put, BHL is an open access digital library for biodiversity literature and archives.



Inspiring Discovery through Free Access
to Biodiversity Knowledge

15+ years of inspiring discovery

15th-21st centuries

through

to biodiversity literature & archives
from the 

Mission
The Biodiversity Heritage Library improves research 
methodology by collaboratively making biodiversity 
literature openly available to the world as part of a 
global biodiversity community.

free & open access

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
We have a vision of “Inspiring discovery through free access to biodiversity knowledge.” We have been accomplishing this vision for over 16 years now. BHL was born in 2006, and since then we have continuously provided free and open access to collections from the 15th-21st centuries. A majority of our collections are in the public domain, but we also work with rights holders to secure permission to digitize in copyright content and make it freely and openly available in BHL under Creative Commons licenses. Background image: https://www.biodiversitylibrary.org/page/41874388



*Stats as of October 2022

60+MILLION
PAGES

TITLES VOLUMES
179,000+ 286,000+

244+MILLION
INSTANCES OF TAXONOMIC NAMES

822+
IN-COPYRIGHT TITLES LICENSED FOR BHL

AGREEMENTS 
WITH 372+

LICENSORS

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
To date, BHL’s collections include over 60 million pages, which comprise over 179,000 titles and over 286,000 volumes. Another major service that BHL provides is taxonomic name recognition. Our primary audience is scientists and taxonomists, who are especially interested in locating material related to specific species or taxa. Using taxonomic name recognition tools powered by Global Names Architecture, BHL indexes the scientific names on the pages in the books in our collections and then allows users to search on those names to find content of interest. By searching on a taxonomic name in BHL, users can retrieve a bibliography listing all mentions of that name throughout BHL’s collections. To date, we’ve indexed over 244 million instances of taxonomic names throughout the collection. As previously mentioned, we also work with rights holders to secure permission to digitize in-copyright content in BHL. To date, we’ve received permission for over 822 in-copyright titles, amounting to agreements with over 372 licensors. Background image: https://www.biodiversitylibrary.org/page/34998850



• 9 May 2022 marked 15 years of the 
BHL portal

• BHL and the pandemic: collective 
resilience

• New users and increased 
recognition of BHL’s value

• Strategic Plan 2020-25
• Annual meeting held in conjunction 

with the SPNHC conference

Latest news – highlights 



Truly global collaboration

BHL at 15 years

BHL in 2006

From 9 founding institutions 
to 88 institutions

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Recently a biologist noted that in studying biodiversity, scientists often just measure diversity, not complexity but he notes that if complexity is measured, the combination often results in resiliency. This is mirrored in BHL’s growth and development. Complexity as measured by the diversity and number of partners has increased and overall the positive effect is resilience and flexibility.BHL is Still robust after 15 years



BHL is a Global Consortium

19MEMBERS

AS OF OCTOBER 2022
22AFFILIATES 100+ WORLDWIDE PARTNERS

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
BHL operates as a consortium of natural history and botanical institutions and libraries around the world that work together to develop the library and digitize their own natural history collections and make them freely available in BHL. BHL participation is divided into Members, Affiliates, and Partners, each of which have varying degree of administrative and governance privileges. As of April 2022, we have 19 Members, 22 Affiliates, and a total of over 100 Partners across every continent (except Antarctica) contributing to BHL.Background image: https://www.biodiversitylibrary.org/page/1269937



User Growth over 15 Years

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
User growth has steadily increased over the years as shown by the lower image. The shorter term inset shows a sharp increase in users in early 2020 due partly to strong media and outreach activities  in late January, AND  followed by increased traffic as the pandemic drove institutions into lockdown. BHL 2008: 128,378/ 203,288BHL 2011:  493,495/1,036,362BHL 2016: 1,165,660/2,149,613BHL 2020: 1,731,258/3,230,608



Empowering ongoing research during COVID

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Researchers have shared how BHL has been one of the key factors enabling them to continue their work during the pandemic, despite limited or no access to their print and specimen collections and laboratories. “”Resources like this make all the difference”“BHL has got me covered”Grace’s slide



BHL’s Natural Ecosystem

● Global partnerships 
● Virtual collaboration
● Social distancing 
● Open access/Open science
● Wider society benefit through open 

culture/open knowledge
● Collective resiliency

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
These are our strengths and what allowed BHL to continue to operate successfully throughout a global pandemic. Building on our 15 year history, experiences from the pandemic period are being fed into future ways of working and developing relevant content and services. WE COLLABORATE VIRTUALLY on a day-to-day basis. Our common aim to be part of the  OPENING UP of SCIENCE  forms the basis of BHL.  The wider benefit of our collaboration is that our activities and content support open culture and open knowledge. We have built collective resilience through sharing practice, sharing technical expertise, sharing the effort of building and maintaining content.



BHL Strategy 2020-2025: 
● Incorporating lessons from the pandemic
● Relevant Content: Collection Policy Review

○ Social justice/Gaps/Historical context/Open knowledge
● Tools and services

○ Namefinding/Data/Persistent identifiers/Extended specimen 
network/

● User Engagement
○ Leverage global partners/widen the audience

● Partnerships and Alliances
○ Extending collaborations beyond science

● Mission enabling
○ Sustainable model/meaningful value for partners

Link to public strategy: http://about.biodiversitylibrary.org/#StrategicPlan

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
To provide a bit more detail. Our strategy includes 6 core goals to deliver the next five years of our development. These topline goals were already written. During covid, we were setting priorities for implementation. One of the areas we have incorporated across all the goals relates to social justice, inclusion and diversity – and how we address the historical context of our content working with communities within and outside our current science and academic partners.BHL is committed to reflections on addressing systemic racism in natural history collections.  We don’t have all the solutions and also we recognize that partners are at different places in this journey•        Collection Policy review: Gaps & Social Inclusion/Justice issues and historical context of content•        Technology initiatives•        Persistent Identifier Working Group: species descriptions, articles, other•        Name finding improvements: working with Catalogue of Life•        Incorporating lessons from the Pandemic periodGoal 1: Collection policy review--social inclusion/justice and addressing historical context of the contentGoal 2: Name finding, enhance machine readability of BHL for data re-useGoal 3: Objective one will also help to our partners to enhance their internal / patron outreach needs -- including training, and language enhancements to training materials. Also, in leveraging BHL social media focusing on the work of their own organizations. Goal 4 Focusing on a global audience -- this is their opportunity to expand that for their institutional outreach to new audiences. Finding new collaborators and communities to help us address the historical context and potential sensitivities around the content.Goal 5: Delivering meaningful value to BHL partners/institutional priorities●       Develop a community of shared best practices○   	Written documentation and training to support telework projects●      



• A truly global hybrid
• Two BHL symposia:

i. Liberating Natural History 
Collections Data in Biodiversity 
Literature

ii. Reflections on the Biodiversity 
Heritage Library: Value in 
Collections and Collaboration

• Discussions around technical priorities, 
user engagement and the Collection 
Development Policy.

Annual meeting



Executive CommitteeBHL GOVERNANCE
BHL Members’ Council (2022-2024)

CHAIR
David Iggulden

Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew

VICE-CHAIR
Kelli Trei

University of Illinois at 
Urbana-Champaign

CO-SECRETARY
Elisa Herrmann

Museum für Naturkunde

CO-SECRETARY
Kevin Merriman
Yale University

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
BHL is governed by an Executive Committee that is elected by the BHL Members’ Council, which is comprised of representatives from BHL’s Member institutions. Here you can see our current Executive Committee.Background image: https://www.biodiversitylibrary.org/page/46201273



• Need to address harmful content in 
BHL – statement

• Move away from an internal policy 
for partners - single public policy

• Partner expectations appendicy
• BHL's role as an active 

disseminator of biodiversity info, 
responsible for what and how these 
materials are shared with a global 
audience

• Achieving more complete and 
inclusive representation of available 
knowledge and perspectives on 
biodiversity

Revisions to the BHL CDP



• Internet Archive move to Tesseract 
Open Source OCR engine

• Existing text content
• Improved identification of scientific 

names - partnership with Global 
Names Architecture to identify 
scientific names in BHL text

Enhancements to the OCR



“BHL is an invaluable resource for me and my team 
in our work with plant nomenclature. The Code of 

Nomenclature for plants, algae and fungi is based on 
a system with priority being one of the most 

important rules, and the priority for plant names 
dates back to 1753! This means we are constantly 

searching through old texts and journals, and having 
those online and available anywhere speeds up our 

work enormously”.  

Heather Lindon
Content Editor, Plant Names
Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Heather sums things up very nicely and is just one example of the very positive feedback we receive about BHL on a regular basis.Another example from our Singapore Botanical Liaison Officer: Ian Turner. “ BHL has become an indispensible tool for research in plant taxonomy. The enormous volume of material covered and the capability of searching it in various ways greatly improves the thoroughness and efficiency of critically reviewing the literature”.All sounds very positive, so what could disrupt our work with this incredibly successful and useful resource?



Thank you!

Stay connected with BHL!
Follow @BioDivLibrary on social media

Join the BHL Mailing List: www.s.si.edu/BHLMailingList

www.biodiversitylibrary.org

David Iggulden
19.10.22 | European Botanical & Horticultural Libraries Group Meeting

Présentateur
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If you would like to discover more about BHL, do visit the site at biodiversitylibrary.org and follow the very popular social media channels for the library. 
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